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A space is separated with action scope, and the space becomes a record about an 

absolute objectivity of a space not being scenery if the unique functional context seems to 

be castrated. Images of Che, One joon are in these aspects on scenery and a boundary of a 

record. Since Roh, Moo-hyun government, chronic social ills such as injustice and 

prostitution that exist outside of moral paradigm of good and evil and deep-rooted 

pernicious evils of Korean society had accepted anesthetically as being kept books is 

necessary evil became social issue, and took spare to caravan of evil through devices which 

is administration of justice enemy. Two deductions become possible from Che's work 

regarding this social situation, one is problem of his point of view on society, it is problem 

about objective identity of self created so-called by social surrounding and values that we 

say. And second, it is problem of how his subjective memory and nostalgia and which he 

shares with this society affect in his work. Subjects about immersion of the border of social 

phenomenon and private reaction and private area are crossing from many photographers, 

can not escape perfectly in historic special quality of medium that is picture in aspect that 

do picture work that Che does so that visualize physical actuality through paradigm of 

meaning, but show freedom from medium in aspect that is doing to do subjective vision to 

problem of general self-consciousness. 

Che's images are spot of subway construction or military bases' image, and the brothels 

in Miari. This images are places that have exquisite afterglow in Korean contemporary 

history. It is realized to place that speeches such as rights and privileges intervention or 

bribe grant arise in construction industry and the army has been recognized as a place of 

injustice and doubtful death in Korean modern history. He is, however, not being critical of 

what socially recognized as above by himself worked battle police unit's building interior. 

Probably it is right to say that his photographs are the visual translations of social infra 

environment his private life is physically relying on. But there is something to intervene in 

his visual translation. The possibility to open the dimensions of universality attainability of 

esthetics that Che himself could not been recognized in his work. Subjective concreteness of 



images that are begun to show formally in photographs of brothels in Miari is suggesting 

the clue that can be explained through the discourse of life accompanying esthetic issues in 

his works. Che detaches images from the original context. But there is something can not be 

detached from such images. It is memories. Remained memories that have been projected 

in images are history of private life, and become a way that human throws questions about 

existence. We meet with the great many inhuman events that happen in our surrounding, or 

experience overload of existence inside the situation. These memories can become sadness 

or metal hurt beyond the pain, and have hidden being latented inside our mind changing 

by spiritual trauma that human's mind and memory dominate general special quality of 

reaction about relation with society. Che's images are the portrait of our memories that are 

about the spaces to exist or exist not on surrounding of our life. It is quite more 

prominently appeared in photographs of brothels, but Che did not limit beginnings of 

meaning about engrams by subject who is gotten taken by image in almost works. Portraits 

of space that he contains are projected by psychological situation of spectators which see 

images in photographs. That is, subjects he has chosen become empathy about shade of 

Korean contemporary history, and on the other hand, remind compassion for humans which 

have become victims when life and environment(systematic appeal) are been opposed. 

Formative support for spaces regarding to social obscurity remains by compassion 

completely. He sheds light on compassion of existence to space. Therefore, his photographs 

are not remained as a record regarding to subjects he chose, they could become an 

equipment to impulse compassion just ike alcoholic drinks that ferment, or an emotional 

device to excite our sensibility.  

The another series called <Texas project>(2004) which is about 'different domains', has a 

very simple points of the place. The first is the place that had been considered as a sacred 

precinct of prostitution in Korean society. It used to be a territory for men and might be a 

sight of male curiosity. And the second, this Miari Texas area was only for men to come in 

and go out, however, what they did inside could not be told in public. And finally the third, 

the place has been closed by the law of 'crackdowns and disappearing prostitution' was in 

effect in Sep. 2004. If the first two places are about the different domains where the society 

has been looking the other way, the last third one is the sight of where must disappear 

although it was a part of society. The things about this situation itself could be very 

inconsistence, but one relative sight that connotes this inconsistency is changed into a sight 

of subjective absoluteness in his work. There are no alternative differences and prejudices 



against the destitute or the foreign ghetto in his images of colorful lights, small rooms for 

sexual acts, and the rustic kitschy images of exterior of buildings to make the girls look like 

goods. This intends a composition that Che's sight is life itself, but his mind is involved with 

emotional intervention about reality of there masters' lives. Inconsistency and truth have 

magical powers that reciprocate in human's life. A sight that does watch and sincere 

thinking about life by an inconsistence situation, feels thirst to truth. The truth in Che's 

works is about thingness and does not mean a documentary recording. The truth he thinks 

exists in inner contexts of the events that happen in progress process of life. A thing which 

can be proved through his works is that difference does not exist particularly to out surface 

difference of social consciousness and private self-consciousness are detected through any 

delicate situations. The reason to mention "familiar but unfamiliar space" referring a series of 

<underground> could be the same reason as it is. When familiar things are the actual 

events to us and the events permeate to the world of private consciousness, we experience 

that space of ourself that fantasy stays away breath along with that is unfamiliar is alive 

occasionally. With this reason, his images show that fantasy about life of human, art, future, 

or various all fantasies of microscopic dimension inhabits within these world various changes 

along with that vigilance of our life is crumble with change of age in this aspect. Therefore, 

it is a message to tell us that emotional and compassionate sights could be the last to be 

referred.  

 

 

 


